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Background: Patient satisfaction with nursing care is an indicator of patient satisfaction with the hospital
stay in general. The Nursing Intensive Care Satisfaction Scale is the only scale about patient satisfaction
with nursing care received in an intensive care unit that incorporates the critically ill patient's
perspective into its design and validation. We validated the scale nationally, incorporating intensive care
units at public and private hospitals of different levels of complexity in Spain.
Objectives: The objective of this study was to validate in Spanish intensive care units the Nursing
Intensive Care Satisfaction Scale, a patient-centred questionnaire that evaluates recently discharged
intensive care patients' satisfaction with the nursing care they received.
Design: We used a psychometric quantitative methodology and a descriptive cross-sectional design.
Setting and participants: The study was conducted in intensive care units at level II and III public and
private hospitals throughout Spain. The study population was all patients discharged from intensive care
units from December 2018 to December 2019 from the 19 participating hospitals. We used consecutive
sampling until reaching a sample size of 677 patients. The assessment instruments were given to patients at discharge and 48 h later to measure temporal stability.
Methods: The validation process included the analysis of internal consistency (Cronbach's a coefﬁcient),
temporal stability (test-retest), construct validity through a conﬁrmatory factor analysis, and criterion
validity using the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient and three criterion items that assessed similar
constructs.
Results: The reliability of the scale was 0.97, and the factors obtained values between 0.87 and 0.96. The
intraclass correlation coefﬁcient for the total scale was 0.83, indicating good temporal stability. Construct
validity showed a good ﬁt and a four-factor structure, in accordance with the theoretical model. Criterion
validity presented a correlation that was between moderate and high (range: 0.46 to 0.57).
Conclusions: The Nursing Intensive Care Satisfaction Scale has good psychometric properties, demonstrating its ability to accurately measure patient satisfaction across a range of contexts in Spain.
Continuous monitoring of satisfaction will allow nurses to identify areas for improvement that can increase the quality of care.
© 2022 Australian College of Critical Care Nurses Ltd. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
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Patients are no longer seendor see themselvesdas mere objects of health care. Rather, they are understood as active subjects of
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their own health. Therefore, we must know patients’ opinions of
the care they receive, including their views of the context, processes, and results so that services can be adjusted to their needs,
expectations, and priorities.1,2
Patients who have received individualised care participate more
in their care, which favours compliance with treatment and
attendance at follow-up visits.3,4 In turn, patients who attend their
follow-up visits have higher satisfaction.5 The opposite occurs
when patients perceive a lack of nursing care, which is associated
with nursing understafﬁng and poor hospital work environments.
In such situations, patient satisfaction is low.6
The concept of satisfaction in relation to health care has been
subject to a paradigm shift, leaving behind a model in which professionals assumed that they knew what satisﬁed patients,
regardless of whether these assumptions coincided with patients'
priorities. The paradigm shift necessitated incorporating the patient's perspective into service delivery to improve patient
satisfaction.4,7,8
At the same time, satisfaction is subjective and contextual, and
several authors have noted that it varies across social groups.
Therefore, satisfaction can only be deﬁned in relation to the social
context and to the patient's previous experiences.4,9e11 Importantly, a patient's satisfaction with nursing care is the best predictor
of his or her overall satisfaction with the hospital stay.12
2. Background
Patient satisfaction is deﬁned as the degree of convergence
between the patients' expectations of ideal nursing care and the
patients' perception of the care they actually receive.5,13 Nursing
care is directed towards and centred on the patient, making patient
satisfaction an important measure of the quality of care.10,14,15
Intensive care patients consider nursing care to be satisfactory
when it is characterised by an outlook that is both humanistic and
scientiﬁc, is offered continuously, and is aimed at providing them
with security, well-being, and conﬁdence.8
Numerous authors have designed patient satisfaction questionnaires that have been recognised and validated for evaluating
various types of care in a range of settings.2,14,16-23 Patient satisfaction assessment questionnaires can be classiﬁed into four categories:24 patient-generated (developed entirely from the patient's
perspective), patient-centred (developed in a way that incorporates
the patient's perspective), valued by the patient (developed
without the patients' participation but valued by patients as relevant), and irrelevant to the patient (developed without the patients'
participation and considered by patients to be irrelevant to them).
The ﬁrst two categories incorporate the patient's perspective by
using mixed methods. The qualitative component gives patients a
voice and makes it possible to understand their perspective.25,26
The quantitative component makes it possible to study the psychometric properties of the instrument and measure the results.
Delivering truly patient-centred care requires an equally
patient-centred evaluation of that care. Such an evaluation will only
be possible if, among other requirements such as psychometric
robustness, the patients' perspective is incorporated.2,7 In this
sense, only the Nursing Intensive Care Satisfaction Scale (NICSS)2
has been speciﬁcally designed and validated to evaluate the satisfaction of critically ill patients from their perspective (Trujol's
category 2). In an earlier phase, we validated the scale in Spanish
with a sample of 200 patients, and the results of the conﬁrmatory
factor analysis showed correlations between some factors (F1, F2,
and F3), with values slightly higher than 1. This relatively weak
outcome may be the result of the sample size, as pointed out by
s-Manzano.27 The study also revealed that item sixdid
Uriel & Alda
not present statistically signiﬁcant differences and item 11 did not

present sufﬁcient factorial load (r ¼ 0.147). Understanding the
validation of an instrument as a continuous and dynamic process,
we decided to perform a study with a larger sample to evaluate
more fully the factorial structure of the NICSS satisfaction model.
Speciﬁcally, we undertook a study to validate the NICSS in intensive
care units (ICUs) across Spain to test its ﬁt with the factorial
structure of the Multifactorial Model of Nursing Intensive Care
Satisfaction (MM-NICS).8
3. Methods
3.1. Study design and participants
We used a psychometric quantitative method and a descriptive
cross-sectional design. The study was carried out in the adult ICUs
of level II and III public and private hospitals throughout Spain. The
study population was all patients discharged from ICUs from
December 2018 to December 2019 from the 19 participating
hospitals.
We calculated the sample size by considering the number of
items that make up the NICSS. Because the scale had more than 20
items, we needed 5e10 participants per item.28 We also predicted a
38% dropout rate. Therefore, the necessary sample size was 677.
Sampling was nonprobabilistic and proceeded consecutively until
we had achieved the necessary number of patients meeting the
following inclusion criteria: (i) oriented to time, place, and person
and (ii) able to read and write. The exclusion criterion was being
discharged to another hospital or directly to the patient's home. We
considered the number of annual admissions at each ICU to obtain
the necessary sample size.
3.2. Data collection and procedure
The following instruments were used.
The NICSS2 has a total of 49 items distributed in four factors. The
ﬁrst three are related to the experiences of the critically ill patient
in relation to the nursing care receiveddFactor 1: Holistic Care (20
items), Factor 2: Communication Modes (six items), and Factor 3:
Professional Behaviors (11 items). The ﬁnal factor covers patients’
experiences of and feelings about the nursing care received: Factor
4: Consequences (12 items). Each of the items is measured on a
Likert-type scale, with six answer options (1 ¼ “strongly disagree”
to 6 ¼ “strongly agree”). The score for each factor is obtained by
adding the points of the items as followsdFactor 1: Holistic Care
(minimum of 20 and maximum of 120), Factor 2: Communication
Modes (minimum of 6 and maximum of 36), Factor 3: Professional
Behaviors (minimum of 11 and maximum of 66), and Factor 4:
Consequences (minimum of 12 and maximum of 66). In Factor four,
there are three items (44, 48, and 49) formulated positively but
expressing an unfavourable opinion; therefore, the scoring is
reversed. Three criterion items evaluate similar constructs with
respect to general satisfaction (item 50), the intent to return to the
same ICU, if necessary (item 51), and expectations met (item 52).
An NICSS total score between 49 and 130 is interpreted as
meaning that the patient is not satisﬁed, from 131 to 212 that he or
she is quite satisﬁed, and from 213 to 294 that he or she is very
satisﬁed with the nursing care received in the ICU. The reliability of
the total NICSS is 0.95, and that of the factors is between 0.7 and
0.91. The NICSS presents good temporal stability with an intraclass
correlation coefﬁcient for the total scale of 0.83. Construct validity
shows acceptable ﬁt and a four-factor structure. Criterion validity
presented a correlation between low and high (range: 0.42e0.68).2
We used an ad hoc form to collect sociodemographic and clinical
information about the patients and organisational information
about the participating hospitals. The sociodemographic variables
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were age, sex, marital status, employment status, and level of education. The clinical variables were the days of stay in the ICU,
diagnosis at admission, previous admissions to the ICU, perceived
health state (Likert-type scale with 10 response options, ranging
from 1 “terrible” to 10 “excellent”), and perception of the degree of
recovery (Likert-type scale with 10 response options, ranging from
1 “I haven't improved at all” to 10 “I've fully recovered”). The
organisational variables were hospital type, ICU cubicle type, and
nurse-to-patient ratio.
Once the patient was discharged from the ICU to general care
and within a period not exceeding 48 h, the collaborating investigator of each of the participating ICUs contacted the patient to offer
him or her detailed information about the study and to seek
informed consent. If the patient agreed to participate, he or she was
given the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the NICSS scale, and the
sociodemographic data sheet to ﬁll out on his or her own. The
collaborating researcher collected the completed questionnaires

3

within 24 h. The collaborating researcher completed the organisational data form and the clinical data form from the patient's
medical history. Forty-eight hours after the patient ﬁlled out the
study questionnaires, he or she was contacted to ﬁll out the NICSS
again so that we could analyse the temporal stability of the responses (Fig. 1).
We removed names and assigned a code to the completed
questionnaires to guarantee conﬁdentiality. The information
collected was entered into Microsoft Access 2007.
3.3. Statistical analysis
We evaluated whether any of the items had a nonresponse rate
20%, a level of variability <10% (variance <0.225),29 a response
rate of >90% in any of the valid response categories, and an
itemetotal correlation <0.3. In addition, following the recommendation of Ferketich,30 we evaluated whether any items of the

Pa ent ≥48 h discharge ICU

Meets inclusion criteria

No

Yes

Excluded from study

Request for informed consent

Yes

•
•
•

1st administra on of NICSS
3 criteria items
Ad-hoc ques onnaires:
•
•

Sociodemographic and
clinical characteris cs
Organisa onal characteris cs

≥48 h

2nd administra on of NICSS (re-test)

Fig. 1. Procedure for data collection. ICU, intensive care unit; NICSS, Nursing Intensive Care Satisfaction Scale.
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questionnaire presented either of the following descriptions: (i) the
mean correlation between the item and the other items was not
between 0.30 and 0.70 or (ii) less than 25% of the correlations were
between 0.30 and 0.70. None of the items showed inadequate
values, and therefore, none were eliminated. The factorial structure
was considered statistically valid to explain the responses obtained
through the NICSS since this structure coincided with the MMNICS.31,32
To evaluate the goodness of ﬁt of the model, we used the
following indicators.33 To quantify absolute ﬁt, we used (i) goodness of ﬁt index, with values >0.90 suggesting an acceptable ﬁt and
values >0.95 an excellent ﬁt34 and (ii) root mean standard error,
with appropriate values between 0.05 and 0.08.35 To quantify incremental ﬁt, we used (iii) normed ﬁt index with recommended
values >0.95.36
Criterion validity was analysed using the Spearman correlation
coefﬁcient (r > 0.5), correlating the NICSS scores with the three
criterion items: general satisfaction (item 50), the intent to return

Table 1
Sociodemographic, clinical, and organisational characteristics of the sample
(n ¼ 677).
n (%)
Age
Sex
Employment status

Marital status

Education

Perception of health status
Perception of degree of
recovery
Previous ICU admissions
Length of ICU stay (days)
Diagnosis at admission

Type of ICU

Type of patient cubicle

Medium (SD)
Female
Male
Unemployed
Employed
In early retirement
Retired
Student
Other situations
Married
Lives with a romantic partner
Single
Separated
Divorced
Widowed
Did not ﬁnish secondary
school
Finished secondary school
Median [Q1; Q3]
Median [Q1; Q3]
Yes
No
Median [Q1; Q3]
Neurological
Respiratory
Traumatological
Hepatic
Immunological
Coronary
Cardiac
Renal
Digestive
Urinary
Other
Polyvalent
Coronary
Hepatic
Surgical
Respiratory
Trauma
Cardiac
Open
Individual closed
Double closed

59.7 (15.7)
251 (37.1%)
426 (62.9%)
51 (7.53%)
206 (30.4%)
36 (5.32%)
304 (44.9%)
12 (1.77%)
68 (10.0%)
404 (59.7%)
49 (7.24%)
101 (14.9%)
22 (3.25%)
40 (5.91%)
61 (9.01%)
91 (13.4%)
586 (86.6%)
7.00 [5.00;
8.00]
8.00 [7.00;
9.00]
217 (32.1%)
460 (67.9%)
4.00 [2.00;
7.00]
47 (6.94%)
151 (22.3%)
45 (6.65%)
25 (3.69%)
4 (0.59%)
140 (20.7%)
103 (15.2%)
25 (3.69%)
61 (9.01%)
18 (2.66%)
58 (8.57%)
564 (83.3%)
60 (8.86%)
11 (1.62%)
2 (0.30%)
13 (1.92%)
14 (2.07%)
13 (1.92%)
153 (22.6%)
487 (71.9%)
37 (5.47%)

ICU: intensive care unit; SD: standard deviation; Median [Q1; Q3].

to the same ICU, if necessary (item 51), and expectations met (item
52).
Reliability of the instrument was determined by studying its
internal consistency using Cronbach's a, in which values >0.7
indicate good consistency,37,38 and the test-retest was evaluated
using the intraclass correlation coefﬁcient, in which values >0.7
show acceptable consistency and >0.8 good consistency.39
Data were analysed with R, version 3.1.2, for Windows and EQS,
version 6.1, for conﬁrmatory factor analysis. Statistical signiﬁcance
was established at a probability of p < 0.05.
3.4. Ethical considerations
The study was conducted in accordance with the principles of
the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Clinical Research
Ethics Committee of the hospital (Code nº2018/7818/l). Conﬁdentiality was protected by assigning participants a code, which was
used to identify them instead of their names. Subjects demonstrated their voluntary agreement to participate in the study by
signing the informed consent form. Prior to completing the questionnaire, all participants gave informed consent, conﬁrming that
they understood that participation was voluntary and anonymous
and that they could withdraw at any time, and that their data would
be completely conﬁdential, stored and analysed on a secure computer, and used only for the study.
4. Results
4.1. Sample characteristics
The participating institutions were 19 hospitals in Spain: 15
public hospitals (5 level II and 10 level III) and four private hospitals
(three level II and one level III). The nurse-to-patient ratio was 1:2,
except in 10.5% (n ¼ 2) of the hospitals, where it was 1:1.
The ﬁnal sample was comprised of 677 participants, with a
mean age of 59.7 (standard deviation: 15.7 years). Four hundred
twenty-six participants (62.9%) were male. Table 1 shows the
sociodemographic, clinical, and organisational variables.
4.2. Validity
None of the items showed a response rate greater than 90% in
any of the response categories or a variability of less than 10%
(variance <0.225). In addition, the different factors presented
adequate homogeneity (correlation <0.3). Under these criteria, all
items of the questionnaire were maintained.
The factorial structure was analysed using the least squares
method. All items had a factorial load >0.3. Likewise, all items
revealed statistically signiﬁcant saturation, and the factors were
optimally correlated with the rest of the factors (extremes:
0.84e0.99) (Fig. 2).
The absolute and incremental ﬁt indices presented a good ﬁt to
the model with a goodness of ﬁt index of 1, a root mean standard
error of 0, and a normed ﬁt index of 0.99. Regarding criterion validity (Table 2), the four factors of the NICSS presented a moderate to
high correlation with the proposed criterion items (range:
0.46e0.57).
4.3. Reliability
Cronbach's a internal consistency coefﬁcient was 0.97 for the
total NICSS scale and >0.7 for all factors (range: 0.87e0.96) and
>0.7 for all items (range: 0.72e0.93), except for item 42, which had
a Cronbach's a of 0.64. A test-retest analysis was performed with
80.5% (n ¼ 545) of the sample, with an interval of >48 h between
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Fig. 2. Standardised parameters of the model.
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Table 2
Spearman multitrait-multimethod correlations matrix.

Factor 1: Holistic care
Factor 2: Communication Modes
Factor 3: Professional Behaviors
Factor 4: Consequences
NICSS Total

Item 50: Overall satisfaction

Item 51: Intent to return

r

r

p-value
a

<0.001
<0.001a
<0.001a
<0.001a
<0.001a

0.55
0.55
0.57
0.54
0.56

Item 52: Expectations met

p-value
a

<0.001
<0.001a
<0.001a
<0.001a
<0.001a

0.52
0.46
0.52
0.46
0.51

r

p-value

0.52
0.5
0.52
0.48
0.51

<0.001a
<0.001a
<0.001a
<0.001a
<0.001a

NICSS: Nursing Intensive Care Satisfaction Scale; r: rho, Spearman's rank correlation coefﬁcient.
a
p < 0.05.

administrations. One hundred thirty-two patients (19.5%) did not
complete the NICSS again, mainly because they had been discharged from the hospital in 48.5% (n ¼ 64) or because they did not
want to continue participating in the study in 12.9% (n ¼ 17). The
total intraclass correlation coefﬁcient was 0.83, indicating good
consistency for the entire scale. The difference in mean score on the
test and the retest was statistically signiﬁcant for Factor 4: Consequences. For factors 1 and 3, the intraclass correlation coefﬁcient
was >0.8 (range: 0.73e0.83), indicating good consistency. For factors 2 and 4, the intraclass correlation coefﬁcient was >0.7 and
therefore acceptable (Table 3).
5. Discussion
The objective of the NICSS is to evaluate the level of patient
satisfaction with nursing intensive care using a self-completed instrument whose design and validation have incorporated the
perspective of the critically ill patient.2,8 Until now, most instruments for measuring patient satisfaction have focused on the
physical and structural aspects of hospitals that are of interest to
health professionals and researchers. They have not incorporated
the perspective of patients themselves.40 If patients’ perspectives
are not considered, the validity of the resulting data will be
questionable.24
5.1. Psychometric characteristics
The score for internal consistency using Cronbach's a for the
overall NICSS scale was 0.97 and > 0.7 for all factors and for all
items, meaning that the instrument showed good internal consistency. Likewise, the coefﬁcient of homogeneity of the items for each
of the factors showed values >0.3, and all items revealed statistically signiﬁcant saturation.
If we compare the reliability results obtained from the NICSS
with those of other scales that measure patient satisfaction and that
have solid psychometric and clinical recognition, such as the Risser
Patient Satisfaction Scale,23,41 the Patient Satisfaction Index,42 the
Consumer Emergency Care Satisfaction Scale,17 the Caring Assessment Report Evaluation Q-sort,43 the Patient Satisfaction with

Nursing Care Quality Questionnaire,14 and the Newcastle Satisfaction with Nursing Scale,44 we see that the NICCS’ results are similar
and in some cases better.
The intraclass correlation coefﬁcient showed a value of 0.83,
indicating good temporal stability for the total scale, good consistency for Factors 1and 3, and acceptable consistency for Factors 2
and 4. These results differ from those of our ﬁrst attempt to validate
the scale, in which Factor 2: Communication Modes obtained an
inacceptable degree of consistency, leading us to propose the current research.2 Of the instruments reviewed, not all studies report
temporal stability. Of those that do, the most recent studies show
similar values to those of the NICSS, such as the Chinese version of
the Caring Assessment Report Evaluation Q-sort,45 the Patient
Satisfaction with Nursing Care Quality Questionnaire,14 and the
Risser Scale.41
Conﬁrmatory factor analysis allowed us to identify four factors
coinciding with the MM-NICS, which describes the construct of
satisfaction with nursing care on the basis of four dimensions.8
Each of the factors presented a high degree of correlation with
the other factors, indicating a good ﬁt with the theoretical model, in
which the satisfaction of critically ill patients depends on care that
is based on a combination of humanistic and scientiﬁc viewpoints,
is provided continuously, and supports patients’ feeling of safety,
well-being, and trust. The improvement in the correlations between the factors in the conﬁrmatory factor analysis with respect to
the previous validation study2 shows that a larger sample was
necessary to determine the ﬁt with the theoretical model,27 as
hypothesised.
All the items presented an adequate factorial load and statistically signiﬁcant differences from each other, unlike in our previous
study, in which item sixdid not present statistically signiﬁcant
differences and item 11 had an insufﬁcient factorial load (r ¼ 0.147).
The goodness of ﬁt indices analysed from the conﬁrmatory model
presented a good ﬁt to the MM-NICS.2 These indices included the
goodness of ﬁt index and the root mean standard error (for
measuring absolute ﬁt) and the normed ﬁt index (for measuring
incremental ﬁt).
Unlike the NICSS, some scales submitted to a factor analysis have
been shown to have only a single factor, such as the Patient

Table 3
Test-retest analysis of the factors of the NICSS.

F 1: Holistic Care
F 2: Communication Modes
F 3: Professional Behaviors
F 4: Consequences
OVERALL NICSS SCALE

Items

N

Test

Retest

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

20
6
11
12
49

545
545
545
545
545

113.5
34.1
62.8
67
275.8

8.9
2.8
4.5
5.9
20.6

113.7
34.2
62.9
66.5
276.5

9.1
2.8
4.7
6.4
21.2

p-value

ICC

0.57
0.38
0.67
0.02*
0.17

0.83
0.79
0.82
0.73
0.83

p-value: Wilcoxon signed rank-sum test for paired data.
ICC: intraclass correlation coefﬁcient; NICSS: Nursing Intensive Care Satisfaction Scale; F: Factor.
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Satisfaction Index42 and the Patient Satisfaction with Nursing Care
Quality Questionnaire.14,46 Because satisfaction is multidimensional, it makes sense to use a multifactorial instrument to evaluate
it so that speciﬁc areas for improvement can be deﬁned. In addition
to the NICSS,2 other multifactorial satisfaction scales include the
Caring Assessment Report Evaluation Q-sort,45 the Monica-Oberst
Patient Satisfaction Scale,18 and the SERVQUAL Scale,47 but these
scales do not focus on critically ill patients.
Regarding criterion validity, the correlations of the different
factors of the NICSS with the criterion items about overall satisfaction, intent to be treated again at the same ICU, and expectations
met, a moderate to high correlation is obtained with the proposed
items (range: 0.46e0.57). These results coincide with those of other
studies that show positive associations between the level of satisfaction and the criterion items used (14, 42, 46, 48, and 49).

6. Limitations
Due to the characteristics of the method and the scale, this study
has some limitations. There may be a survival bias because patients
who died during their stay were not able to complete the scale, for
obvious reasons. It is also possible that dissatisﬁed patients chose
not to complete the questionnaire. Additionally, public hospitals
were overrepresented in the sample.
Finally, the retest presents the difﬁculty that participants may
have remembered their responses from the ﬁrst administration.
The retest was also limited by the fact that some patients did not ﬁll
out the questionnaire a second time, because they either had been
discharged or chose not to continue participating.

7. Conclusion
We have presented the psychometric properties of the NICSS
and evaluated its ability to measure the satisfaction of a sample of
critically ill patients from 19 ICUs of public and private level II and
III hospitals throughout Spain. Construct validity showed a fourfactor structure and robust ﬁt with the MM-NICS theoretical
model. The criterion validity of the NICSS was moderate to high
when correlated with the level of overall satisfaction, the intent to
be treated again at the same ICU, and expectations met. The NICSS
is feasible and easy to complete for patients who have recently been
discharged from the ICU.
The NICSS is a useful instrument for guiding clinical practice
because it enables clinicians, to evaluate and monitor critically ill
patients’ satisfaction with the care they receive. Because the NICSS
makes it possible to identify areas for improvement, health professionalsdspeciﬁcally nurses, managers, and administratorsdcan
use it to create action plans for increasing the quality of care by
modifying behaviours, skills, attitudes, or situations that play a role
in nursing care in particular, and in health care in general. Additionally, its use encourages the ongoing improvement of humanised care from a perspective of professional commitment.
Our study expands the existing literature on satisfaction with
nursing care in the ICU and provides a stronger case for the validity
of the NICSS. Although we have focused on the Spanish health
system, the NICSS is currently being adapted and validated for use
in other countries, including Japan, Turkey, the United States, and
Iran. Future studies could contextualise the instrument in other
countries or other areas outside ICUs. This instrument is of international interest because it makes it possible to measure the
satisfaction of critically ill patients in a way that incorporates the
patient's perspective both in the design and validation processes.
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